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This excellent paper makes a major contribution to the following well-known uniform boundedness
conjecture: For every positive integern there is a boundBn > 0 such that ifK is any number
field of degreen overQ andE is any elliptic curve defined overK then the number ofK-rational
torsion points onE is less thanBn. The main theorem of the paper establishes the validity of this
conjecture whenn = 2. Moreover, it is proved (forn = 2) that the order of the torsion subgroup
E(K)tor is not divisible by any primep > 13. This is a significant extension of a theorem of
B. C. Mazur [Inst. HauteśEtudes Sci. Publ. Math. No. 47 (1977), 33–186 (1978);MR0488287
(80c:14015)] which gives a complete list of isomorphism classes of torsion subgroups of elliptic
curves overQ.

The present author’s method extends ideas of Mazur. LetN be a prime withN > 61 andN 6=
71 and letX(2)

/S be the symmetric square of the modular curveX = X0(N)/S viewed as a smooth

scheme overS = Spec(Z[1/N ]). LetJ = J0(N) be the Jacobian variety ofX andh:X(2)→ J be
the morphism defined by(x, y) 7→ (x+y−2∞), where∞ is the infinity cusp onX. Letf :X(2)→
J̃ be the composition ofh with Mazur’s Eisenstein quotientJ → J̃ [B. C. Mazur, op. cit.]. The
key new observation in the paper under review is thatf is a formal immersion along(∞,∞) away
from characteristics2, 3, and5. The proof of this fact reduces to a property of modular forms: For
each primep 6= 2, 3, 5 there exists a pair of weight-two cusp forms,F , G, attached tõJ whose
Fourier coefficientsan(F ), an(G), n ≥ 1, are integral and such that the vectors(a1(F ), a2(F )),
(a1(G), a2(G)) are linearly independent modulop. To prove that there is noK-rational point of
orderN on any elliptic curveE/K , the author then shows how such a point would give rise to an

S-section(x, xσ) of X
(2)
/S which is distinct from(∞,∞) while intersecting(∞,∞) above7 and

having the same image iñJ(S) underf . This would contradict the fact thatf is an immersion
along(∞,∞) in characteristic7. Completing the proof of the uniform boundedness conjecture
for n = 2 now reduces to a case-by-case examination of each of the primesN ≤ 61 andN = 67,
much of which had already been done in earlier works of the author.

The paper begins with a useful survey of previous work on this topic and closes with remarks
concerning generalizations of the techniques to number fields of higher degree.

Reviewed byGlenn Stevens
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